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QCB Slewing Rings and Drives 

Technical Bulle n TB16/2021—Nitrile seals 

Slewing Ring Seal Replacement 

Most QCB slewing rings use nitrile seal strip.  Rubber seals can perish or be snagged and torn 

in service and should therefore be inspected regularly and replaced if required to prevent 

moisture and contaminant ingress into the raceway(s). 

Nitrile seal installa on 

 The 3x17 seal pictured is the most common QCB seal size.  It is stocked in an 

external and internal profile to match the convex or concave curvature of the 

ring. 

 A length equal to at least π x raceway diameter will have been supplied. A 

small amount of Cryanolyte or “Super‐Glue” will be required. 

 Remove all grease in the groove and work with clean hands or the seal joint 

will possibly be compromised.  

 Press one end of the seal strip into the groove.  Use a rounded tool, not a 

knife or a screwdriver. Work around the circumference using a small degree 

of tension to stretch the seal slightly.   

 When the full circle has been pressed in, overlap the seals by about 2‐3cm. 

Ensure there is a straight, square cut at each end, free from grease. Clean with solvent if required.  

Join with a drop of glue and hold together for a few seconds. Then press this sec on of seal into the 

groove such that the excess is distributed away from the join. The joint should not be in tension.  

 

In extreme condi ons the nitrile seal strip can be glued into the groove.   

 SEAL CLEANER is available in 1 ltr cans  

 SEAL GLUE in 50 ml bo les 

 

For further assistance contact the QCB Technical Department 


